R etinopathy of prematurity (ROP) is a proliferative retinopathy affecting premature infants and is a major cause of childhood blindness worldwide. 1, 2 Development of an international classification system of ROP (ICROP) has provided the infrastructure for improving clinical care and supporting multicenter research trials in ROP. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Among the diagnostic parameters, presence of plus disease has been found by the Cryotherapy for ROP 5 and the Early Treatment for ROP 6 studies to be the most critical finding that indicates potentially blinding disease that requires treatment. Plus disease is defined as venous dilatation and arteriolar tortuosity within the posterior retinal vessels, which is greater than or equal to that of a standard published photograph selected by expert consensus during the 1980s. 3 Beyond comparison with a standard photograph, the Cryotherapy for ROP 5 and the Early Treatment for ROP 6 trials did not specifically indicate how plus disease should be diagnosed. In 2000, the multicenter Supplemental Therapeutic Oxygen for Prethreshold ROP 7 study defined that plus disease should be diagnosed if there was sufficient dilatation and tortuosity in at least 2 quadrants of the retina. In 2005, this definition requiring 2 or more quadrants of vascular abnormality was incorporated into the revised ICROP. 4 However, to our knowledge, no specific guidance was provided regarding how to apply this definition toward actual clinical diagnosis. Despite a standardized definition of plus disease, there is significant diagnostic variability even among experts in the diagnostic outcome as well as in the diagnostic process of plus disease.
9-20 This is a major problem because the presence of plus disease is the key indicator for severe, treatment-requiring disease. 6 Furthermore, experts often deviate from the published definition of plus disease by incorporating features into their diagnosis that are not part of the published definition.
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Both ophthalmoscopic and image-based examination provide information about all quadrants simultaneously. For that reason, it has never been clear whether plus disease diagnosis should be performed using quadrant-based (ie, diagnose each quadrant individually as plus, pre-plus,ornormal and integrate findings into an overall diagnosis) 11,21-23 or eye-based (ie, assess overall retinal appearance) 12,17 methods. Furthermore, it is not clear which of these approaches is more accurate. The purpose of this study is to directly compare the intragrader reliability, intergrader reliability, and overall accuracy of eye-based vs quadrant-based diagnosis for plus disease.
Methods
This study was approved by the institutional review board at the coordinating center (Oregon Health and Science University, Portland) and at each of 8 study centers (Columbia University, New York, New York; University of Illinois at Chicago; William Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, Michigan; Children's Hospital Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California; Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, California; University of Miami, Miami, Florida; Weill Cornell Medical Center, New York, New York; and Asociacion para Evitar la Ceguera en Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico). This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 24 Written informed consent for the study was obtained from parents of all infants enrolled.
Data Set
As part of the Imaging and Informatics in Retinopathy of Prematurity study, a multicenter cohort study, we developed a database of 197 wide-angle retinal images of the posterior retina from 141 preterm infants, which were taken using a wideangle fundus camera (RetCam; Natus Medical Incorporated) between July 2011 and December 2016. The mean (SD) gestational age of included infants was 27.0 (2.6) weeks, and 65 (46.1%) were female. Of the 141 infants, 116 (82.3%) were white, 12 (8.5%) were African American, and 13 (9.2%) were other races/ethnicities. At each study center, infants underwent serial clinical examinations by a retinal specialist or pediatric ophthalmologist experienced in ROP. This was done by ophthalmoscopic examination at 8 study centers and a combination of telemedicine and ophthalmoscopy at 1 study center. All clinical examination findings were documented using ICROP criteria. A reference standard diagnosis (RSD) using ICROP criteria was assigned to each of the 197 images, as previously described. 17, 18, 25 In brief, the RSD was established based on the consensus diagnosis that combined the image-based diagnosis (typically from 5 images: posterior, temporal, nasal, superior, and inferior retina) by 3 independent trained graders and the clinical diagnosis as described above. Among the 197 study images, 31 (15.7%) had an RSD of plus disease, 62 (31.5%) had an RSD of pre-plus disease, and 104 (52.8%) had an RSD of normal. Each of the 197 wide-angle retinal images was cropped into 4 quadrant images (superotemporal, inferotemporal, superonasal, and inferonasal) by dividing the posterior retinal images with vertical and horizontal lines bisecting the optic disc using image processing software (ImageJ; National Institutes of Health).
demographic information, such as gestational age, was not provided to graders. An eye-based diagnosis was defined as the diagnosis (plus, pre-plus, or normal) given after reviewing the entire image covering all 4 quadrants ( Figure 1) . Subsequently, the 788 quadrant images were provided to the graders 1 at a time in random order ( Figure 2 ). Graders were asked to diagnose the image as plus, pre-plus, or normal. A quadrant-based diagnosis of plus disease diagnosis was assigned when 2 or more quadrants of an image were independently diagnosed as having plus disease. The workflow of image grading is shown in Figure 1 
Statistical Analysis
Two-level plus disease diagnosis (plus or not plus) was used for all statistical analyses. Intragrader agreement between eyebased and quadrant-based diagnosis and between individual quadrant (superonasal, inferonasal, superotemporal, and inferotemporal quadrant) assessment and eye-based diagnosis was analyzed using absolute agreement and κ statistic for 6 graders. Accuracy of each diagnostic approach and individual quadrant assessment compared with the RSD was also analyzed. Intergrader agreement of 6 graders in eye-based and quadrant-based diagnosis was analyzed using absolute agreement, κ statistic, and intraclass correlation coefficient.
Cohen and Fleiss κ statistics were used for assessing agreement between 2 graders and among more than 2 graders, respectively. The symmetry of disagreement between eyebased and quadrant-based diagnosis was evaluated with McNemar and binomial tests, which determined whether the quadrant-based diagnosis undercalled or overcalled plus disease compared with eye-based diagnosis.
Data analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics version 24 (IBM), Microsoft Excel for Mac version 15.33 (Microsoft), R version 3.4.1 (The R Foundation), and the web-based Kappa Program. 26 The κ statistic was interpreted using a commonly accepted scale: 0.21 to 0.40 indicated fair agreement, 0.41 to 0.60, moderate agreement, 0.61 to 0.80, substantial agreement, and 0.81 to 1.0, near-perfect agreement. 27 All P values were 2-tailed, and significance was set at P < .05.
Results
Intragrader Reliability with discordant diagnoses, 4 showed a discrepancy in the direction of not plus disease for quadrant-based diagnosis (eTable 1intheSupplement). Figure 3 and Figure 4 show a representative case of the discrepancy between eye-based and quadrant-based diagnosis. The RSD for this eye was plus disease, and all 6 graders diagnosed the eye as plus disease based on the full retinal image (Figure 3) . However, the quadrant-based diagnosis was not plus disease by all 6 graders (ie, all 6 graders diagnosed fewer than 2 quadrants as plus disease when viewed individually) (Figure 4) . Agreement between individual quadrant assessment and eye-based diagnosis or RSD in all 197 images found no remarkable differences between individual quadrants compared with eye-based diagnosis or RSD (eTables 2 and 3 in the Supplement). However, when analyzing 31 images with RSD of plus disease, the inferotemporal quadrant showed higher absolute agreement with eye-based diagnosis than the inferonasal quadrant in 5 of 6 graders (eTable 4 in the Supplement), the inferotemporal quadrant showed higher absolute agreement with RSD than the inferonasal quadrant in 5 of 6 graders, and the superotemporal quadrant showed higher absolute agreement with RSD than the inferonasal quadrant in 4 of 6 graders (eTable 5 in the Supplement).
Intergrader Reliability
Intergrader agreement among the 6 graders is shown in the Cropped quadrant images of Figure 3 . Quadrant-based diagnosis, which combines independent grading of individual quadrants, was not plus disease by all 6 graders. The numerical value on each image indicates the number of graders classifying that image as plus disease (first number), pre-plus disease (middle number), or normal (last number). graders indicated that eye-based diagnosis showed substantial to near-perfect agreement. By contrast, quadrant-based diagnosis showed only fair to substantial agreement. Fleiss multigrader κ statistic showed substantial agreement for eyebased diagnosis while quadrant-based diagnosis had only moderate agreement. Moreover, nonoverlapping 95% confidence intervals of Fleiss κs and intraclass correlation coefficients suggest that intergrader agreement for eye-based diagnosis was higher than for quadrant-based diagnosis and individual quadrant diagnosis.
Accuracy of Eye-Based vs Quadrant-Based Diagnosis of Plus Disease in Retinopathy of Prematurity

Diagnostic Accuracy
Cohen κ statistic showed that the accuracy of eye-based diagnosis by the 6 graders compared with the RSD was substantial to near-perfect, whereas that of quadrant-based plus disease diagnosis was only moderate to substantial for each grader (eTable 6 in the Supplement). The 95% confidence intervals of 2 graders do not overlap between eye-based and quadrantbased plus diagnosis (eTable 6 in the Supplement).
Discussion
This study assessed whether grading plus disease individually by quadrant provided the same diagnosis as grading at the whole eye level. There are 3 key findings. First, intragrader agreement between eye-based and quadrant-based diagnosis is limited. There was variability among the graders, and 4 of 6 graders underdiagnosed plus disease when using a quadrantbased approach compared with an eye-based approach. Second, intergrader agreement with quadrant-based diagnosis was lower than with eye-based diagnosis. Third, diagnostic accuracy with quadrant-based diagnosis was lower than with eyebased diagnosis. Taken together, these findings suggest that eyebased diagnosis may have advantages over quadrant-based diagnosis regarding reliability and accuracy. The first key finding is that intragrader agreement between eye-based and quadrant-based plus diagnosis is imperfect. There are several potential explanations. First, realworld assessment of plus disease grading in individual quadrants may be influenced by the appearance of adjacent quadrants. This could explain the underdiagnosis of plus disease in this study when the masked quadrant-based approach was applied (eg, Figure 3 and Figure 4) . In other words, although this study did not formally address this question, it may be that the grading of individual quadrants using telemedicine or ophthalmoscopy is influenced by the presence of information in adjacent quadrants and yields a different quadrant-based diagnosis, thus potentially yielding a different overall diagnosis even for examiners trying to apply a strict quadrant-level approach based on the definition. A 2017 study 28 also suggested that that even experts could be biased by factors other than retinal image findings (eg, gestational age). Because both ophthalmoscopic and image-based diagnosis provides information about all quadrants simultaneously, interaction between quadrants may be inevitable in a real clinical setting, and eye-based diagnosis is presumably a more natural method for retinal assessment. Second, when assessing plus disease, graders may have different interpretations regarding the criterion of 2 or more quadrants of arterial dilation and venous tortuosity as shown in the standard published photograph, particularly given that the photograph has differing findings in each quadrant.
5,6
The second key finding is that quadrant-based diagnosis showed lower intergrader agreement than eye-based diagnosis. In this study, the agreement of quadrant-based diagnosis between graders was lower than that of eye-based diagnosis.
Interobserver disagreement in plus disease has been well documented, including ways in which experts deviate from the published definition of plus disease, such as by incorporating features outside of the posterior pole and nonstandard features, such as venous tortuosity.
9-20 Variable adherence to the number of involved quadrants between examiners could be another explanation. Additional specification regarding this definition of plus disease may improve diagnostic consistency in the future. The third key finding is that accuracy of quadrant-based diagnosis, based on agreement with the RSD, was lower than of eye-based diagnosis. Because ophthalmologists are trained and accustomed to assess retinal information in all quadrants during standard clinical examination, it may not be surprising that experts performed better when given the information from the whole rather than an individual quadrant. Nonetheless, it is important to be aware that the 2 approaches (eye-based vs quadrant-based) do not always give the same diagnosis. Based on these data, it is hard to argue for a strict interpretation of a quadrant-based approach because it is less likely to produce a diagnosis that agrees with the majority of expert observers.
To measure accuracy in this study, we calculated agreement of each grader's diagnosis with an RSD, as described above. 25 We have shown in previous studies 17 that an RSD for b Nonoverlapping 95% CIs suggest that intergrader agreement for eye-based diagnosis was higher than those of quadrant-based diagnosis and single quadrant diagnosis. Moreover, results from the current study add to the prior literature demonstrating how the clinical diagnosis of plus disease often deviates from the published definition. Therefore, an inductive approach to algorithm development, such as with deep learning, may better produce results that correspond to clinical diagnosis. 36 By analyzing the outputs of deep learningbased algorithms, we might gain insights into the inductive diagnostic process used by experts.
Research Original Investigation
More broadly, these study findings have implications for diagnosis of other retinal diseases and for emerging diagnostic modalities, such as telemedicine. In diseases such as diabetic retinopathy, large-scale clinical trials have developed methods for disease classification that are quadrant-based (eg, the 4-2-1 rule for the diagnosis of severe nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy 37 ). Similarly, reading centers have been developed for remote telemedicine grading of diseases, such as diabetic retinopathy and ROP, which may be operated by trained nonphysician readers who interpret images based on specific algorithms. [38] [39] [40] In these other settings, analysis of agreement between eye-based vs quadrant-based diagnosis may be warranted.
Limitations
There are several limitations of this study. First, only 6 graders were included. This may limit generalizability of our findings. However, we note that this topic has never been studied before, to our knowledge. Second, there are technical limitations on image grading. Most study images included more visible temporal than nasal retina, and the areas displayed for each quadrant were not consistent among different images, which may have affected both eye-based and image-based diagnosis, as previous studies have shown that field of view could affect the plus disease diagnosis. 17, 20 Standardizing areas of each quadrant by generating multi-image mosaics may overcome this limitation in future studies. In addition, dividing images into quadrants was done by vertical and horizontal lines passing through the center of the optic disc, which may not have completely matched with the anatomical quadrants. This might have limited grader's ability to access the entire contour of the vasculature, especially when quadrant cutoff divided major vessels. Third, 3 of the 6 graders contributed to establishing the RSD for the analyzed images, which may have created bias. However, the RSD was determined by combining the image-based diagnoses of 3 graders with the actual clinical diagnosis by an independent expert, and this study was performed several years after the initial RSD was established for each image. Thus, we feel it is unlikely that the results of this study were significantly affected by overlap in graders. Fourth, this study did not assess the importance of pre-plus disease in the diagnosis because ICROP provides no guidance on the relevance of the numbers of quadrants of pre-plus disease involved.
Conclusions
We believe these study findings provide guidance for ophthalmologists about the best way to diagnose plus disease and that this has important implications for quality of care, delivery of care, and education. In the future, we feel that more precise definitions of plus disease regarding the criterion requiring 2 or more quadrants of abnormality will provide additional education and diagnostic standardization for practicing ophthalmologists. In the Cryotherapy for ROP study, plus disease was defined as posterior venous dilation and arteriolar tortuosity that meets or exceeds the degree of abnormality represented in a reference photograph, which was selected by a consensus of ROP experts. 1 In 2005, the international classification of ROP (ICROP) was revised and delineated that plus disease requires the presence of 2 or more quadrants of vascular abnormality. 2 In practice, both ophthalmoscopic and image-based examinations provide information about all quadrants simultaneously; however, should the grading of vascular abnormalities in each quadrant be independent of each other in determining a clinical diagnosis? Although the presence of plus disease is a diagnosis made at the eye level, some clinicians and researchers appear to diagnose plus disease at the individual quadrant level and then combine those individual quadrant diagnoses into an overall diagnosis for that eye. 3 Cur- CI=confidence interval. a Probability of "plus" disease by eye-based diagnosis but "no plus" by quadrant-based diagnosis. Probability of > 0.5 means under-diagnosis of plus disease by quadrant-based diagnosis.
Research Original Investigation
Six expert graders evaluated 197 posterior retinal images (31 with reference standard diagnosis of plus disease, 166 with reference standard of pre-plus or normal). Six expert graders evaluated 197 posterior retinal images (31 with RSD of plus disease, 166 with RSD of pre-plus or normal).
